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ABSTRACT. This conceptual article describes the phenomenon of hu- 
man captivity experiences, defined as any situation in which an individ- 
ual is subjected lo the control and will of another person or entity and 
surrenders power, autonomy, and independence. The article proposes 
thn~ captivity experiences may be legitimare or sociallj sancrioned, such 
as when individuals are medically or miniinally institutionalized, and ex- 
tend lo another cxrrerne involving criminal, deviam, hclrmful, and illegir- 
i w e  capriviry as in kidnaping situations. A rcview oC how captiviry is 
initiated, maint ained, and concluded is provided. Case descriptions high- 
light  he dynamics of these complex situations, as well as h e  impact on 
victims. As a concept, captivity may providc a unifying theme to de- 
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A human captivity experienre is any situation in which an individual 
is subjected to the control and will of another person or entity and sur- 
renders power, autonomy, and independence. The victim has his or her 
will controlled by the other person and complies as a consequence of h e  
actions of this other person or entity. Captivity may be legifinzafc or so- 
cially sanctioned within a particular context, such as when individuals 
are medically or criminally institutionalized. 11 may extend to another 
extreme that is criminal, deviant, harmful, and illcgitimute, as in kid- 
napping situations. The purpose of this theoretical article is to describe 
[he range of these experiences. their unique dynamics, and to identify 
the dinlensions and characteristics of rhc various forms of captivity. 
Similar and overlapping concepts will be integrated into a broader un- 
derstanding of these victim phenomena. Some degree of human captiv- 
ity weaves its way into many human relationships-especially into those 
characterized by unusual or extreme forms of violence. Reviewing 
mechanisms of capture, control, and d~minalion may be useful to un- 
derstnnd previouslq distinct categories of victimization. Captivity as a 
concept may provide a unifying theme to describe the dynamics that un- 
derlie many victim experiences, thus enhancing the knowledge base 01 
victimology, the swid science which examines how people become 
victims and react to these expcricnces (van Dijk, 1999). 

The legal concept of undue influence, as described by Blurn and Eth 
(2000) in their review of elder abuse issues, overlaps with, and is a\ the 
heart of cap~vity. Undue irfluence refers ro person being pressured to 
act in a manner desired by giothe~.  The outcome is behavior that devi- 
ates from that which is normally expected and may be contrary to the 
pcrson' s needs or interests. B l m  and Eth indicated that to determine 
whether undue influence has occurred the court snusc decide that the 
person fell prey to coercion, intimidation, or other form of manipulation 
usually because of mental distress or disability. Two issues underlie un- 
due influence: acliv ity of the perpetrator to establish control and a rrul - 
nerability of the victim that is exploited to the perpetrator's advantage. 

Blum and Eth (2000) noted that an analysis of the presence of undue 
influence should focus on four essential characteristics: 

I .  dcpendcnce upon the perpetrator; 
2. thevictim isprohibitedfi*orn learning and ming relevant informa- 

tion before making a majm financial decision; 
3. trust, fears, or prejudices must be manipulated by the perpetrator, and 
4. the perpetrator must gain cantxol of the victim's money or property. 



Dependency, isolation and information control, manipulation of emo- 
liuns, and acquiescence are the underlying aspects of undue influence. 

A broader definition of undue influence is offered in Black's Law 
Dictionary (1990): "Persuasion; pressure, or influence short of actual 
force, but stronger than mere advice, that so overpowers the dominated 
party's free will or judgment that he or she cannot act intelligently and 
voluntarily, butacts, instead, subject to the will or purposes of the domi- 
nating party" @. 1528). This definition also imphes subjugation of the 
will by way of improper or wrongful constraint, machination, or ur- 
gency of persuasion whereby the will of the person is overpowered and 
he OT she is induced to do something that he or she otherwise would not do. 

Coercion is a rclated legal cvrlcept also defined in Black's Law Dic- 
tionary (1990): "Compulsion, constraint, compelling by force or arms 
or threat. . . It may be actual. direct, or positive: as whee physical force 
is used to compel acts against one's will, or implied, Iegal or construc- 
tive, as where one party is constrained by subjugation to otherwise do 
what his free will would refuse" (p. 258). Black's Law D~ctionary indi- 
cates that a person may be guilty of criminaI coercion if, "with purpose 
to unlawfully restrict another's freedom of action to his detriment, he 
(sic) theatens to: 

a. commit any criminal offense; 
b. accuse anyone of a criminal offense; 
c. expose any secret tending to subject any person to hatred, con- 

tempt, or ridicule, or to impair his credit of business repute; and 
d. take or withhold action as an official, or cause an official to take or 

withhold action." 

Undue influence and coercion are the underlying dynamics in captiv- 
ity, Assessment to determine a particular f o m ~  of captivity, in its typical 
presentation, requires a determination of thc presence and rnanner of the 
undue influence andlor coercion, There is no captivity without the pres- 
ence of undue influence or coercion. Each type of captivity experience 
has its own unique manner and patterns of undue influence or coercion. 
A behavioral analysis of the suspected captivity siluation along the di- 
mensions outlined below may help recognize and idcntify victims, as 
well as investigate, apprehend, and mete out appropriate justice to per- 
petrators. Expert witnesses may offer a conceptually sound analysis to 
assist the trier of fact in understanding complex situations that often go 
beyond knowledge of the layperson. 
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PREVALENCE OF HUMAN CAPTIVITY 

The prevalence of human captivity in its various forms is unknown. 
There are few scientific studies examining these phenomena and obvi- 
ous difficulties exist with data collection. Any data collection is likely 
to be an underestimate, since individuals slill in captivity are unlikely to 
be counted. Prevalence may also vary across forms of captivity as the 
nature of these crimes is quite varied. For example, one recent estimate 
of Russian women who were manipulated into txaveling to foreign 
countries and subjected to sexual trade trafficking in foreign-run broth- 
els where they must work off their "debt," put the figure at 50,000 
women each year. This particular repod indicated that there may be a 
collective total of a half-million women who have been viclimized over 
the past decade in over 50 countries, including Canada, Italy, certain 
Persian Gulf states, Greece, Belgium, and China (International Labour 
Organization, 200 1; Memmont, 2001; "Russian Women," 200 I), The 
U.S. Department of State estimated that approximately 700,000 people 
each year are crossing international borders as victims of trafficking, 
which includes forced labor in agriculture, domestic service, construc- 
tion work, and sweatshops, as well as trafficking for commercial sexual 
expIoitation (U.S. Department of State, 2001). Furthermore, it is esti- 
mated that 45,000 to 50,000 people, primarily women and children, are 
trafficked to the United States annually. 

In 1999. there were an estimated 867,129 missing persons (adulls 
and juveniles) reported to U.S. police agencies (Federal Bureau of In- 
vestigation, 1999). Of that number, 3 1,896 cases could be categorized 
as "involuntary," defined as missing under circumstances that indicate 
the situalion was not voluntary as in an abduction or kidnapping. An- 
other 11,091 cases were defined as "endangered," where the missing 
person was in the company of anolher person under circumstances indi- 
cating his or her safety was in danger. 

According to the National Incidence Study of Missing, Abducted, 
Runaway and Thrownaway Children, 200 to 300 stranger abductions 
occurred in 1988 (Kopiec, Finkelhor, Ormrod, & Foster, 1999). Thai 
same year, 3,200 to 4,600 short-term abductions occurred, two thirds of 
which were a function of sexual assaults. Three quarters or more of the 
abduction victims were female and 51% were adolescents, ages 12 
through 17. Three hundred fifty -four thousand (354,000) children had 
experienced some level of family abduction, including many very 
short-term violations of custody rights and 163,000 children were ab- 
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ducted UI more serious episodes that involved concealment, interstate 
flight, or an intent to keep a child permanently. 

These rough irtdicators indisate that different forms of captivity are 
occurring with some frequency throughout Ihe world. Understanding 
the dynamics of these phenomena is imperative as perpelrator-victim 
interactions in the different captivity contexts often involve tlueats and 
other behaviors that fall within the purview of threat management ex- 
perts. There are five "C's" that represent dimensions to the process of 
captivity: 

1. Choice of victim; 
2. Capture technique; 
3. Control mechanisms; 
4. Consequences of being a victim; - . 
5 .  Conclusion of the experience. 

Reviewing these aspects is an important part of the functional analysis 
of the situation, and will allow determination of the nature of the experi- 
ence and whether some form of victim-perpetrator relationship is evi- 
denced. 

CHOKE OF VICTIM 

Choice of victim in captivity situations refers lo why a victim is se- 
lected by a perpetrator. The reasons usually vary, but oftcn include 
availability and opportunity and characteristics and vulnerabilities of 
the polential victim, such as gender, age, other biological qualities, 
skills, occupation, financial resources, power, citizenship, and the vic- 
tim's psychology. The victim must usually possess qualities perceived 
as desirable to the pelpetrator and there should be a "good fit" with the 
motive or purpose for victimizing. Choice of victim is an important part 
of investigating many crimes and provides investigators with insight as 
to the motivation and other descriptors of the perpetrator, including 
descriptors that may help to identify an unknown perpetrator (Douglas, 
Burgess, Burgess, & Ressler, 1993). 

CAPTURE TECHNIQUE 

A person may become captive in several ways. An important issue to 
be estabIished is whether or not the relationship between victim and 
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captor was initialed and maintained in a legitimate or legal manner. Ex- 
amining alternative bases for the relationship is pm of ruling out a cap- 
tivi ty situation. Initiation is the term used to characterize the beginnings 
of legitimate relationships; here the issue is whether the relationship or 
sanctioned captivity is initiated through some consensual process, so- 
cial convention or custom, legitimate contract, or legalldue process 
(civil or criminal justice proceeding). 

For example, two people interested in sadomasochistic relationships 
might meet through special "fetish" oriented personal ads on the 
Internet or in underground publications. This involves a consensual 
process. Social convention or custom might be characterized by ar- 
ranged marriages still practiced in certain cultures, whereby mates are 
selected and assigned by family members and the involved parties con- 
form out of adherence to these practices. Legitimate contracting is ex- 
emplified by the student who ages  to work a certain number of years 
for a company who pays for his or her special schooling. Legaljdue pro- 
cess initiation is reflected in civil commitment proceedings leading to 
involuntary hospitalization of a mentalIy ill person during acute exacer- 
bation of an illness or criminal trial proceedings that result in prison 
confinement of convicted offenders. 

Legitimate relationships, however, may evolve into situalions of cap- 
tivity if certain conditions within the relationship change. If this occurs, 
one must consider that the perpetrator utilized a manipulation or seduc- 
tion approach to victim acquisition, unless a corrupt legal process was 
used to deny someone his or her freedom. 

Perpetrators typically use one sf thee primary strategies to capture a 
particular victim: 

1. con or manipulation; 
2. blitz; 
3. surprise (Hazelw ood, 1987). 

In the con or manipulation approach, the perpetrator approaches the 
victim openly with subterfuge, pretense, false promises, or a ploy. The 
perpetrator will initially be pleasant, friendly, and perhaps charming. 
The goal is to gain the viclirn's confidence until the pelpetrator is in a 
position to overcome any resistance offered by the victim. Quite ofien, 
and for different reasons, the perpetrator will exhibit a sudden change of 
attitude toward the victim once control is established. Hazelwood cdls 
this seduction-which is a more descriptive word for manipufa- 
tion-within the context of a systematic approach that sexual sadists use 
to acquire compliant victims (Hazelwood & Michaud, 2001; Warren & 
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Hazelwood, in press). Seduction is achieved by showering the prospec- 
rive victim with gifts, attention, other rewards, wd sllrprises, to induce 
the victim to fall in love with the perpetrator. Once the perpetrator has 
successfully seduced the vicrim, Hazelwood observes, "you can move a 
lot of gabage across the bridge of love: alcoholism, infidehty, addic- 
tion, abuse" (Hazelwood & Michaud, 2001, p. 1 13). Seduction also ap- 
plies to situations where love is not the basis for the manipulation. but 
rather loyalty, dependency, and other forms of bonding are the connec- 
tive tissue that bring perpetrator and vicl in1 together. 

In the blitz approach, the perpetrator uses direct and immediate phys- 
ical assault (physical injury) in subduing the victim. The perpetrator al- 
lows no opportunity to cope physically or verbally and frequently gags, 
blindfolds, or binds d ~ c  vviclirn. . 

In h e  surprise approach, the perpetrate; may lie in wait or attack 
while the victim is sleeping. Typically, threats and weapons are used to 
subdue the victim. Usually this approach suggests that the kictim has 
been targeted or pre-selected or that the offender is not sufficiently con- 
fident to approach the victim either physically w through subkrfuge 
tactics. 

Choice of method is reflective of the goals, skills, and sophistication 
of the perpelrawr to elude detection. It is critical to understand thal there 
is a range of strategies employed by perpetrators to initially capture and 
isolate their victims (Hazelwood & Burgess, 1987). A pelpetrator may 
also combine these techniques to capture victims. 

MECHANISMS OF CONTROL 

There are several common mechanisms of control utilized by perpe- 
trators in captivity situations (see Table 1 for a summay). One impor- 
tant principle. hnwever, is that while same q t i v i t y  is maintained 
through physical control mechanisms, such as restraint 01' overt force, 
most is, facilitated by psychological coercion-induced helplessness. 
Cognitive-behavioral theories offer the most parsimonious explanation 
about the manner in which these mechanisms operate. Cognitive theory 
posits that a person's though~s determine emotions and behavior, and 
behavioral theories, particularly operant conditioning, underscore the 
premise that behavior is controlled by its consequences (Beck & 
Weishaiu, 1989, Whaley & Mnlott, 197 1; Houston, 198 1). The blend- 
ing of these two theories highlights that consequences alone do not de- 
termine behavior, but act in concert with the person's appraisal about 
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TABLE 1. Summary of Victim Control Mechanisms 

1. Iso\ation (geographic, cultural, language, farnfiytsuppon system) 

2, ldentiiy ant101 (change, documenlalion hell) 
3. Monitoring, mare presence, lack of privacy 

4, Manipulalion 
5, Vorbal abusefium~liatron 
6. Drugs, alcohol, mind-altering chemicals 
7. !wiwhm of diered states hw$ shes, Wumg werdni&hn, Wdepnvam, faw 
8. Restraints 

9. Threats (direct, implied against victrrn and/or his or her trisnds, family, or others) 

1 0  Form (different degrees) 
I I. Torture 

expected outcomes. Shaping, positive and negative reinforcement, pun- 
ishment, avoidanoe conditioning, escape learning, extinction, learned 
helplessness. and schedules of reiaforccment and punishment are the 
learning principles that underlie the conrrol mechanisms, Intermittent 
schedules of punishment, reinforcement, and avoidance conditioning 
are noted lo be highly effective for producing behavior change in scien- 
tific studies and the real world (Whdey & Malott, 1971; Houston, 
198 1). 

Isolation of the victim prevents detection o f  the crime or rescuc and 
increases the victim's experience of helplessness and vulnerability, 
making it easier for the perpetrator to obtain the desired goal (Balloni, 
1992). There are a number of ways to accomplish isolation, including 
physical and interpersonal strategies. Physical isoialion involves geo- 
graphically isolating or containing the person from known w possible 
sources of support. Interpersanal isolation removes the victim from 
possible sources of suppart, Bdh  of these processes increase the vic- 
tim's feelings of dependency and magnify victim perceptions of the 
perpetrator's power, particularly if the perpelrator has other attributes 
orresources that the victim does not have, such as acLua1 authority or ac- 
cess to authority. Isolation may include removal of the victim from fa- 
miliar physical or geographic surroundings, sources of family or social 
support, modes of transportation and communication (mail, telephone, 
etc.), and native cuIture and Language. For example, isolation was used 
effectiveIy by Americari slave owners. Comer (1969) reported that 
slaves were powerless partially because they were far from homc and 
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generally unwanted except for economic exploitation. They could not 
tun lo their own culture for psychological support or to etfectively or- 
ganize to attack their oppressors (p. 345 j. 

Identiy conrrol includes "idencisj, charzga" or "ducumentation 6hefl" 
to control the v~ctim, The perpetrator may assign a new name, ot. even a 
number, to the victim or insist that the victim change appearance. While 
identity control may help the perpetrator elude detectian in kidnapping 
cases, it also provides a nay oC reinforcing the perpetrator's omnipotent 
control over the victim. Forcing thc victim to change identity can also 
be a way of dehumanizing the victim, thus strengthening rhe regression 
of thevlctim and placing the perpetrator in a dear parental, power ps i -  
tion. Docwnenlahon the) occurs when the perpetrator removes the vic- 
tim's passport or od~er legal documentation as a mechanism of control, 
particularly if the victim is a visitor in a foreign country. Consequently, 
victims may fear arrest or incarceration orperceive that they have no 
rights. 

Monitortng, mere presence, and lack ofprivacy refer to how perpe- 
trators kcep control of the viclim through maintaining a physical, pow- 
elhi ,  or threatenmng presence. Futhemore, monitoring induces compli- 
ance because the victim is overwhel~r~ed by a perception that physical, 
psychological, or other adverse consequences could occur d an attempt 
IS made to resist. Monitoring and destroying the victim's sertse of pri- 
vacy are ways of teaching the victim that the perpetrator is in contrvl 
and they e l i i ~ ~ ~ n a t e  or suppress the perception that the victim can escape 
or reach out far help or rescue. Accomplices and electronic devices may 
be used by perpetrators to facilitate coiltrol. The mere presence of a per- 
petrator, particulwIy one viewed as powerful and harsh, constitutes a 
sufficiently potent control to preclude attempts to escnpc. 

Munlpulallon of fear, prejudices, and other emotions is often ut~lized 
by perpetrators in cap~ivity situations. Such rnacl~inations include mak- 
ing false promises of freedom and convincing the victim that others do 
not care, their captivity is a sad but nalural twist of fate that must be en- 
dured, or i t  is God's will (quoting scripture, to support [heir posirion). 
Some perpetrators try ta convince their victims they are God. Indeed, 
slaves were often taught by their American slave masters to "obey thy 
master as thy God" (Comer, 1969). In addition, manipulation can also 
include getting the victim to corninit a crlme and exploiting this vulner- 
ability to insure cflmplimce to demands, Slave contracts, and other 
written kchniques, are yet another form of manipulatiuri. 

Verbal abuse, degradation, and humiliation are used by perpetrators 
to rob the victim of dignity or confidence, and they are used to convince 
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the victim to accept his or her fate. This form of control is designed to 
get the victim to accept a position of inferiority, as well as to view the 
perpetrator as omnipotent. 

Drugs and alcohol are sometimes used to facilitate control of a vic- 
tim. Over the last severaI years there have been a number of cases where 
papeintm have used s d e d  "knockout d q s "  Like gamma-hydroxy butpate 
(GHB), also known as h e  "date-rape" drug to incapacitate a victim, Hatcher 
(1996) reported that Paul Bemardo and his wife Karla Homolka used 
drugs and alcohol to subdue at least two of their victims, including 
Karla's younger sister, who died while being controlled with Halcion, 
after being sexually assaulted. In other cases, perpetrators may foster 
the victim's addiction or control victims' access to their drug of choice. 

Control may be accoinplished by the itrduction of altered states 
through slress, trauma, overstimulation, extreme working conditions, 
and stimulus, food (fasting), and sleep deprivation. These activities 
weaken the victim physiologically and psychologically, reinforce de- 
pendency on the captor, and serve to increase perceptions of the perpe- 
trator's omnipotence, Such methods are often used by cults to brainwash 
recruits, and during coercive interrogations to extract information and 
insure compliance (Singer Sr Lalich, 1995). 

Restrainis and devices may be used 1.0 incapacitate the victim and in- 
clude: handcuffs, ropes,"headboxes, cages, electric fences. dog collars, 
ox any other item that is placed on the individual to control physical 
movement or prevent escape. These mechanisms effectively teach the 
victim that to escape is impossible; they also instill feelings of helpless- 
ness. 

Another method that is used to support victimization is the use of 
threats, which are statements or behaviors that indicate harm will come 
to the victim, family member, or friend, if the victim does not comply. It 
is important to recognize that actual physical force is not required lo es- 
tablish control or to gain compliance from the victim. Threats can be di- 
rect or implied, and do not necessarily need to be supported by the 
presence of a weapon, nor do they need to be backed up by force. All 
that is required is that h e  victim believe the perpetrator can carry out the 
threat. 

Force is actual. physical h a m  that a perpetrator may use to control 
the victim and exists along a continuum from minimal to moderate, lo 
excessive or brutal (Hazelwood, 1987). Typically, a perpetrator uses the 
leas1 amount of force necessary to gain compliance of the victim, unless 
physical harm and torture is the intended goal. The more extreme form 
of force is torture, a mechanism of control that involves the infliction of 
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pain for the purpose of inducing pleasure in the perpetrator or to extract 
~nformation. Torture is also a way of creating fear, powerlessness, vul- 
nerability, compliance, and obedience in the victim. One method of tor- 
ture is illicil medical experimentation, which reinforces the victim's 
feelings of powerlessness, and increases the pelpetrator's sense of om- 
nipotent control. 

The method of control that a perpetrator chooses in human captivity 
experiences depends upon the perpetrator's goals and the characteris- 
tics and behaviors of the victim. Other factors influence the choice of 
control methods, such as the victim's perception of the perpetrator's 
power, which can be enhanced by position, role, or status of the perpe- 
trator. Many perpetrators effectively ulilize isolation, monitoring, ver- 
bal abuse, andlor threats to secure compliance of the victim, without the 
use of physical force (Hazelwood & Burgess, 1987; Hazelwood, per- 
sonal communjcation, January 1 1,2001), 

Hatcher (Hatcher, 1996; McGuire & Norton, 1988) noted that control 
methods exist along a continuum ranging from persuasion to coercion, 
to bruinwashing. The use of persunsion involves pressure being applied 
to the victim to perform certain acts, whereas coercion involves the use 
of extraordinary physical or psychological pressure. In People v. 
Hooker (1  98511 9881, Hatcher testified that "in brainwashing what the- 
oretically happens is that a person is pressured to do something or not to 
do something, but in fact their whole adult processes, their values, their 
way of looking at the world is changed completely" (McGuire & 
Norton, 1988, p. 290; Hatcher, 1996). The concept of brainwashing is 
referred to by others as "thought reform" (Singer & Lalich, 1995). The 
term applies to long-term sexual slave~y victims, slaves, compliant vic- 
tims, cult members, and others where there is some altempt by the per- 
petrator to substitute total value change in the victim as a preferred 
control tool. 

It is worth emphasizing that behavior of the victim is controlled by 
the anticipated or actual consequences initiated by the perpetrator, as 
perceived by the victim. The victimization experience is characterized 
by rapid avoidance conditioning, in which h e  victim learns to avoid do- 
ing certain behaviors in anticipation that failure to do so will result in 
negative consequences. Therefore, the perpetrator does not usually 
need to exert constant control over the victim, since the intermittent ap- 
proach works effectively to maintain behavior (Kirchhhoff, 1999). 

CONSEQUENCES OF BEING A VICTIM 

The experience of being a victim of captivity has several, but sorne- 
limes counterintuitive, cognitive, emotional, and behavioral consequences 
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(Balloni, 1992; Kirchhhoff, 1999; Walker, 1992). The layperson often 
expects the victim to attempt an heroic escape or other responses not 
consistent with historically observed victim responses. There is often a 
tendency for people to believe that the victim must have contributed to 
being victimized. This process, known as "blaming the victim," is a 
common belief system that stems from the human tendency to distance 
onesdf from feeling vulnerable. Blaming the victim is compounded by 
an attributional bias to exaggerate internal causes for victim responses 
and to downplay situational determinants. To the extent that one is able 
to find fault in the victim's behavior, an outside observer is able to cre- 
ate an illusion of personal safety in what could otherwise be perceived 
as a threatening world. Thus, blaming the victim- serves as a too1 for 
managing anxiety. 

The study of victims in captivity is not a new scholarly endeavor, 
since the dynamics of master-slave relationships have historically been 
a subject of study, For example, Comer ( 1969) noled in his analysis of 
American slavery that while "there were certainly slave uprisings and 
rumors of uprisings, the reaction was generally not violence but nonvio- 
lence, despite the abusive and oppressive pattern" (p. 344). Comer 
noted that "certainly the overwhelming power of the dominant group is 
a factor" and that "often slaves and freedmen greatly outnumbered 
their masters and sometimes did attack and kill them, but not very of- 
ten" (p. 344). "It is understandable under the condition of powerless- 
ness, dependency and rejection inherent in the nature of American slav- 
ery that wisdom and adequacy became associated with the master . . . 
The large number of slaves who could not or would not leave the planta- 
tion after slavery indicates the degree of psychological dependency that 
was developed" (p. 346). 

Other sources have noted the psychological dynamics of mas- 
ter-slave relationships, Grier and Cobbs (1992) indicated that "to be a 
bondsman was to experience a psychological development very differ- 
ent from the master's, one compatible with a life of involuntary servi- 
tude. The ideal slaves had to be absolutely dependent and have a 
consciousness of personal inferiority. Their color was made the badge 
of that degradation. And as a final precaution, they were instilled wirh a 
sense of the unlimited power of the master. Teachings so painstakingly 
applied do not disappear easily. The slave master tried to justify the lot 
of the slave in many ways. One explanalion made the slave a simple 
child who needed the protective parchanship of zr benevolent parent" (p, 26). 

The above passages provide the following generic concepts that ap- 
ply to other human captivity experiences: 
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1 , passivity and non-resistance typically characterize the victim re- 
sponse in these situations; 

2. socialization and management of the victim by the perpetrator 
creates passivity by instilling in the victim a sense of the perpetra- 
tor's unlimited power, as well as fostering the victim's own feel- 
ings of powerlessness and dependency; 

3. the victim's isolation from kinship ties, family organization, reli- 
gion. government, and legal system are factors that increase feel- 
ings of powerlessness and dependency; 

4. geographical isolation and the perception of not having any rights 
in the available social system also foster feetings of powerlessness 
21nd dependency; 

5 .  the perpetrator may justify r he victimization throug!~ rationaliza- 
tion (e.g., [hey were "assisting" rhe victim). 

Symonds (1 983) observed that victims of violent crime often follow 
a common progression of reactions: 

1. shock and disbelief; 
2. frozen fright, clinging, and compulsive taking; 
3. traumatic depression and self-recrimination; 
4. resolution and integration during which profound changes in val - 

ues and attitudes are experienced. 

Symorlds further noad that the first two phases me acute, and that some 
victims may never become able or willing to integrate their experience. 

DURING THE VICTIMIZATION 

Victims of traumatic events that have a sudden onset often experi- 
ence a brief initial response of denial (e.g., "I thought it was a joke or 
some sort of movie"; Hatcher, 1996; Symonds, 1983). UnfortunateIy, 
this initial denial may interfere with a brief moment of opportunity for 
potent,ial escape. In other cases, the victim's denial may consist of a 
gradual realization of having been duped into captivity under false pre- 
tense (e.g., "I did not want to believe 1 was here in this foreign country 
noz getting paid and living as a virtual slave4 wanted to believe rhey 
wouId have a change of heart."). This form of denial miy evaporate dur- 
ing an acute and pronounced episode of violence during the event, or it 
may ebb and flow in response to the behavior and actions of the perpetrator. 

Cognitive constriction, the narrowing of perceived options to solve 
the situation, is common among victims of captivity. Stress, and its re- 
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sultant physiological processes, generates tunnel vision that primes the 
person to cope and adapt, yet coping 1s impaired and centered around re- 
acting to avoid negative consequences from the perpetrator (Kirchhoff, 
1999, Walker (1 992) observes this impact in battering relationships 
where many victims respond with a survival and coping, rather than es- 
cape, renction. This phenomenon may be due partly to the immediacy of 
perceived threats to the victim's well-being, as well as the intermittent 
nature of the abuse. The victim attempts to cope or make due with a bad 
situation, but is unable to see the longer-term consequences of remain- 
ing in an abusive relationship (WaIker, personal communication, Janu- 
ary 14,2001). 

Victims of human captivity experiences often respond with feelings 
of helplessness, powerlessness, hopelessness, and vulnerability. Fear of 
the perpetrator may be both pronounced and acute, although fear may 
become the dull ache of "frozen fright." Frozen fright is where the vic- 
tim is numb and detached from acute fear, arld often not consciously 
aware of it (Symonds, 1983; Strentz, & Auerbach, 1988; McMains & 
Mullins, 1936; Kirchhoff, 1999). Frozen fright is a byproduct of panic, 
helplessness, and the overwhelming terror of nlany victimimtion experi- 
ences. Affect is split off From motor and cognitive functions (Symonds, 
1983). When feelings become too intense as the situation progresses, 
the acute phase of suflering may be gradually rcplaced with blurltirg or 
i~umbing of emotion as a suyiyal mechanism to prevent being mental y 
and physically overwhelmed by stress (Kirchhoff, 1999). 

In addition, victims may become distrus~ful of others, including 
those who are in a position to help, particularly if the perpetrator was 
someone they initially trusted prior to being captured. This distrust may 
be perpeluated and intensified by misinformation or threats madc by thc 
captor. 

Dependency and compliance are also normative behavioraI responses 
that victims may demonstrate. The victim may acquiesce in order to 
avoid harsh consequences or out of a sense of learned helplessness, par- 
ticularly if there is a perception that nothing can be done to change 
events (Houston, 1981; Kirclihoff, 1999). This acquiescence may con- 
tinue even when victims are later afforded the opporiunity to escape be- 
cause they may have been conditioned to comply with their captor. In 
extreme cases, victims may come to believe that their destiny is m re- 
main in the situation; in other exuerne cases, the victim may contem- 
plate and attempt suicide. 

Hostage events have their own commonly observed victim stages. 
which may include the development of Stockholm Syndrome. Hatcher 
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(1 987) identified five lransition stages that hostages experience during 
!.errorism incidents: 

I .  initial impact, such as freezing or protecting self or others; 
2. acceptance/respect,.for captors (frozen fright vs. heroic action 

plans such as escape or attempting to subdue captors); 
3 ,  increased interactions between victims and captors to develop a 

sunrival strategy and increased interaction arnong victims lo de- 
velop a self or group sun ival strategy; 

4. disintegration or termination of captors' control which may lead 
to victim fcar of change in a stable situation; 

5 ,  re-establishment of secwity during which lime vict,ims may ex- 
press dramatic tension relief of make repetitive slatements about 
one or two aspects of the situation. 

The StockhoIm syndrome, which derives its name from a multi-day 
siege in Stockholm Sweden, is a common victim response during and 
after hostage situations. Three components generally occur in this syn- 
drome: 

1. positive feelings by hostage towards the hostage taker; 
2. negative feelings by hostage toward the authorities; 
3. positive fee-lings by the hostage taker toward the hostage. 

These stages, and this syndrome, represent traumatic bonding, the de- 
velopme.nt of a strong, regressive attachment which emerges out of he  
need to survive (Kirchhoff, 1999). McMains and Mullins (1996) under- 
score that hostages become compliant and docile when faced with the 
realization that their fate is intertwined with Ihe hostage taker and the 
extent of their dependence upon hitu, Hostages learn quickly that their 
survival depends upon the perpetrator's survival and whims. Ovex the 
years, experts in hostage negotiation have observed that hostages utilize 
a rangc of survival strategies to cope with their captivity, from outright 
manipulalion to the more subtle, regressive, and unconscious processes 
observed in StockhoIm Syndrome (Hatcher, Mohandie, Turner, & 
Gelles, 1998). 

AFTER THE VICTIMIZATlON 

I n  response to human captivity experiences, victims haye many reac- 
tions, some of which may be delayed. Post-traunviic stress disorder, as 
defined by the Diag~ostic and Statistical Manual of Merttai Disorders, 
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Fourth Edition, Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR; American Psychiatric As- 
sociation, 2 W )  i s  one reaction (Allondi, 1994). This disorder is charac- 
terized by symptoms that can have an acuteor delayedonset. Symptoms 
of post-traumatic stress disorder tend to be specilk to the individual and 
can include flashbacks, recurrent recollections or dreams of the event, 
intense helplessness and fear, inc~eased anxiety and panic attacks, hy- 
per-vigilance, exaggerated startle response, depression, irritability, out- 
bursts of anger, recurrent nightmares, dctachrnent, restricted range of 
affect, sleeping or ea~ing disorders, and increased substance use. 

When the victim is ultimately freed from a captivity situation, feel- 
ings of relief may initially lead to denial and the victim may fail to rec- 
ognize the depth to which the situation has impacted. Blunting of affect, 
a surviv a! mechanism often encountered during victimization, may 
continue for some time after the victim has bcen freed. EfCw!~s to return 
to a sense of nomalcy may succeed initially, before traumatic symp- 
toms intrude and destroy the victim's sense of normnlcy. For example, 
Hatcher (1996) noted that some unmarried victims quickly get married 
and begin a family after rescue. These behaviors scrve the funclivn of 
allowing the victim to prove that she is normal by doing those things 
done by nonvictiins, This behavior may also be caused by the scnse of 
having a foreshortened future, fueled by feelings of vulnerability. Forh 
example, one male hostage who was nearly killed by a homicidal-sui- 
cidal perpetrator in Hawaii, got married within a week of his successful 
rescue. His comment was, "You can't take life for granted." 

In addition to the victim's blunted affect, anger may initially be ab- 
se.nt in the victim's presentation. A period of time may be needed for thc 
victim to become aware of the extent he or she has been affected and to 
feel safe to express feelings of anpr. Cultural and sex role demands re- 
lated to the appropriate expression of anger may compound this issue 
further. 

Other post-event symptoms experienced by victims may include 
anxiety and fear, sleep disturbance, nightmares, moodiness, and im- 
paired relationships (Rahe, Karson, Howard, Rubin, & Poland, 1990). 
Victims may avoid situations involving potential contact with the per- 
petrator or accomplices and syn~pathizers of the perpetrator, exposure 
to possible revictimization, or situations that otherwise remind them of 
their victimization. The viclim may become selfdestructive and even 
attempt or commit suicide, as they suuggle with the effects of their e.x - 
pcriencc (Walker, 1992). Victims grapple long-term with feelings of 
having had their sense of self violated, autonomy impaired, and sunrival 
threatcned (Bard & Sangrey , 197 9).  



CONCLUSION OF THE EXPERIENCE 

The end of a captivity experience usually comes about through the 
actions of the victim, other individuals (i.e,, good Samaritan, law en- 
forcemcnt, family), ihe perpetrator or hislher accomplices, or by the 
combined actions of two or .more individuals. One form of victim-initi- 
ated conclusion involves escapp, which often occurs when a victim cap- 
italizes on a window of oppoflunity that has presented itself. For 
example, a battered wife might flee after a particularly brutal assault, or 
a nian being held hostage attempts to overpower or disable a captor who 
is preparing to kill him or others. Somerimes the decision to escape is 
based on new informalion about who can be trusted. In other instances, 
the victim may learn that the perpetrator has lied about his intentions to 
release the victim or a perpetrator suddenly appears vulnerable. Hatcher 
(1996) referred to this latter process as a "breakdown of controls" on h e  
p,ut of the perpetrator. Self-initiated resolutions usually involve such 
environmental changes that mothate the victim to overcome feelings of 
learned helplessness. 

Resolutior~ of the hurnan captivity experience may be jnitiatcd by 
other people, including family members of h e  victim, law enforcement 
officials, social service agencies, private experts, or others who have in- 
tervened to help the victim. Such individuals may observe and recog- 
nize that something is awry in the victim's circumstances and make a 
formal report. thar leads to intervention. In other cases, rescuers discover 
the captive and facilitate the victim's escape or rescue. Most of these in- 
terventions will lead to arrest of the perpetrator. Special procedures 
such as negoliation, racdicai assauli, or meeting demands for rarasom 
will be employed as the situation dictates. The use of these techniques 
will usually be a funcrion of t l ~ c  perpetrator's resistance to releasing the 
captive. 

The perpetrator may also bring about the conclusion of a human cap- 
tivity experience ai~d simply release the victim, as when a robbery in- 
volving hostages or sexual assault involving captivity is terminated; or, 
in longcr-term tvents, such as an extended kidnapping for ransom, tlie 
ransom has been paid and the victim is no longer useful to the captor. At 
the extreme end, d e ~ r h  of the victim ends the captivity, such as when a 
captor kilIs the victim or the victim dies while in captivity due to im- 
proper living conditions, torture, naturai causes, or suicide. Some vic- 
tims remain indefinitely in their tragic situation. 

In some captivity situations, an accomplice of the perpetrator re- 
leases thevictim. These individuals have oftenbeen victimized and ma- 
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nipulated by h e  pqetrator as w d l ,  as in sadornasoc histic relationships 
of compliant victims (Hatcher, 1996; Hazelwood & Michaud, 200 1; 
Warren & Hazelwood, in prcss). The acconlplice may go to the police 
when the perpetrator is seen as vulnerable OT when the accompIice be- 
lieves the perpetrator may wish toeliminate all witnesses, including the 
accomplice (Hatcher, 1996). 

If apprehended and prosecuted, the perpetrator faces the legal s ys- 
tem. The victim may encounter the trauma of facing the perpetrator in 
cuurt, and the perpetrator faces incarceration (Rozenzweig , 1999, July 
21). Criminal sentences vary for taking someone captive depending on 
the specific offense, but may range horn a lengthy prison sentence ta 
the death penally ("Man Given 1 1 Years," 2001, April 17; "Six Are Ex- 
ecuted for Human Trafficking," 200 1, June 2: "Smuggler Sentenced," 
200 1, July 17). 

TYPES OF SOCIALLY SANCTIONED CAPTIVITY 

Legitimate or socially sanctioned forms of captivity occur in several 
contexts: 

1. relationships; 
2. employment; 
3 .  religious group membership; 
4. military; L. , _  

5 .  criminal justice; 
6. medical; 
7. civil (see Table 2 for a summary). 

These sanctioned forms of captivity constitute a continuum from rela- 
tively benign "captivity -like experiences," to traumatic captivity situa- 
tions invdving the surrender of individual control nnd autonomy. The 
norms and Iaws of each society always i~lvolve some surrendering of 
personal freedoms. These rules *strict behavior and preclude an indi- 
vidual from engaging in an array of anti-social behaviors. 

Captivity-Like Relationships 

Arranged marriages and certain dysfunctional and consensual 
sadomasochistic relationships ar-e examples of relationships that musc 
not be considered true captivity because the initiation and maintenance 
of these relationships are socially acceptable, or do not involve undue 
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TABLE 2. Continuum of Captivity.LikelSanctianed Captivity Experiences 

Socially ssnctioned/leg~limate (captivlty-like): 

1. Relahnships (arranged maniages, dystudonal rehimhips, s a d o m d s k  relabomhlps) 
2. Employment (contractual agreernsnts and obligations) 
3. Religious group membership 

4. Military (voluntary military sewice, conswiption) 
5. Criminal justice (arrest, probation/parole, incarceration) 
6. Med~cal ~nstitutionalization (mvoluntary hospilalization) 
7. Civil (mmrvatorship, nursing home commilments) 

influeme or coercion. Many dysfunctihnil relationships in modern so- 
ciety involve emotional manipulation, conflict, threats, and the adop- 
tion of rigid roles. However, when these relationships become abusive 
and controlling, they cross over into the deviant arena. These relation- 
ship probably comprise the high-risk p l  out of which many true cap- 
tivity situations develop. 

Captivity-tike Employment Relationships 

These situations are usually based on some form of employment con- 
tract. The employee voluntarily agrees to certain conditions, such as 
shift work and hours, intellectual propeny issues, non-competition 
agreements, and college tuition or schooling payback obligations (e,g., 
"We paid for your schooling, pay us back or work 'x' number of years'? 
in exchange for employment. Other examples include the working con- 
ditions and voluntary subordi~iation. Although the person acquiesces to 
these issues, some degree of control is relinquished. However, this is 
more "captivity-like" rather than a true captivity experience because 
this relationship is negotiated, contractual, and subject to laws and regu- 
lations that guarantee certain rights and privileges. The employee or in- 
dividual still possesses many rights and choices. 

Religious Group Membership 

Many religious and community groups are simiIar to cults. They may 
shun mainstream philosophies, have mystical be1 ief systems, and orga- 
nizc thcir religion around an unconventional charismatic leader. An irn- 
portant factor in establishing the degree of captivity imposed on mem- 
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bers is  whether the group fosters depende.ncy by the person to the 
detriment of his or her growth, self-interest, and well-being (Singer & 
Lalich, 1995). h addition, those religious groups that genuine1 y help or 
empower members do not engage in deceptive recruitment practices; 
nor do leaders use members to promote gmowth of the group, as well as 
the power and wealth of the group's lender. Although the demarcation 
between cults and sanctioned religion is sometimes difficult, two fac- 
tors that canassist in making this distinction are theextent to which ma- 
i~ipulation is used to maintain control. of group members and whether 
the religious group is abusing or manipulating the support of i ts memkrs. 

Within the military context, tliere are ac Ieast two examples of captiv- 
ity; voluntary military service and conscription. When a person volun- 
tarily signs up for miIitary service, he or she reIinquishes many rights. 
The enlisted person commits to a determinate period of service, faces 
severe consequences for failure to fulfill their obligations (e.g., AWOL 
and court martial), uicl can prernatu~ely terminate service through nar- 
rowly defined procedures (e.g., medical, less than honorable, and dis- 
honorable discharge). Conscription, or compulsory enroll~nent, idso 
known as the draft, is more consistent with captivity. The individual is 
required to serve the military or face severe social consequences up tn 
and including incarceration. 

Crimi~aZ Justice Captivity 

Criminal justice captivity includes detainment, arrest, incarceration, 
bail release, probation, and parole. These examples reflect a range-from 
the temporary captivity-like circumstance in which an officer detains a 
citizen for questioning, to the obvious captivity of an arrest situation, 
and, ultimately incarceration-where the individual must surrender his 
or her personal libe~ties. SimilarIy, in bail release situations, probation, 
and parole, there are conditions for behavior, creating captivity without 
walls. These situations represent sanctioned captivity. Due process 
rights are the safeguards that insure the legitimacy of ~s form of captivity. 

Medical institutionalization includes involuntary hospitalization 
such as emergency 72-hour commitments for psychiatric evaluation. 



longer compulsory psychiatric hospitalizalions, and criminal justice in- 
sanity commitments. In some insanity commitrner~ts individuals may be 
kept indefinite! y if they are not rendered "sane" according to some de- 
fined standard. Checks and balances in the system for such institu- 
tionalization are what legitimize these forms of captivity. 

Civil Based Caphvily 

Civil based captivity includes conservatonhips and nursing home 
commitments. Conservatorship occurs when a person is dcerned incom- 
petent through a legal proceeding designed to insu~e that a person's life 
affairs are being handled appropriately. Once conservatorship is granted, 
the conservator then possesses the power to make any and all significant 
decisions in the conservalee's life. This process is to ensure that the best 
interests of an individual are addressed, and underscores hat the conserva tee 
is subject to the control of the conservator. 

There are condoned forms of human captivity (e.g., military, crimi- 
nal justice, medical, and civil), and some forms of deviant behavior that 
appeu captivity-like but are not truly captivity. Some rely upon con- 
trols present in other forms of captivity, such as isolation, restraints, 
barriers, threats, and even force. The distinction between condoned and 
illegitimate human captivity is based on due process considerations 
(consent, contracts, and legal proceedings), AS well as the legitilllacy of 
the initiation and maintenance process for the removal of individual 
freedoms. Legally sanctioned captivity is subject to oversight and scru- 
tiny to avoid abuse of power. Human rights expectations regulate these 
forms of captivity. 

DEVIANT OR ILLEGITIMATE HUMAN CAPTIVITY 

Sanctioned captivity becomes deviant when due process guarantees 
are violated, for example when a person is subject to a false arrest, evi- 
dence plw ting, or excessive ivrce perpetrated by a police officer. Dcvi- 
ant captivity occurs across several broad contexts: 

1. crirn~nal-short- and long-term situations involving loss of the vic- 
tim's autonomy and control at the hands of a perpetrator; 
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2. battering rela tionships: 
3. prisoners of war; 
4. abusive "business" reIationships; 
5. certain religious/jdeological group situations (e.g., cults). 

These situations are presented in a proposed continuum that reflects de- 
gree of cercion and progression to brainwashing as a means of control 
(see Table 3).  

Short Duration Criminul Victimization 

Short-term criminal acts such as robberies, take-over robberies, rape, 
and various sex crimes are captivity situations. Victims are held against 
their will while the perpetrator accomplishes his or her various objec- 
tives. The perpetrators of the North Hollywood bank robbery shootout 
held several bank customers and employees at gunpoint, fired rounds 
from their weapons, and physically brutalized several victims as they 
robbed the bank. This is representative of a blitz attack, combined w~th 
several control techniques including threats and force. In another exam- 
ple, a serial rapist preyed on lone women in laundromats. He surprised 
them at knifepoint, forced them into the restroom, and threatened to kill 
them if they did not compiy with the rape or if they screamed for help 
during these short duration assaults (less than fivc minutes). As he coin- 

mitted his assault, he placed the knife down, and fled upon completion 
(Mohandie & Y arbrough, 1999). These control mechanisms effectively 
rendcrod thc victim cornpliard and powerless, even when he ceased thmteni~lg. 

Kidnapping 

Kidnapping, with a known (hostage taking) or unknown location, in- 
cluding parental and stmngcr abductions, is a prime example of a me- 

f ABLE 3. Continuum of CrirninaVDeviant Captivity Experiences 

CriminaliDevianV\\~it'mat~ (aclual captivity): 
1 .  'Temporary crimlnal victimization {takeover rcbberisa, tape) 

2. Longer term criminal victimization (kidn ping m k m  and known localis, parental 
and stranger abductlons, hostage m k n r  

3. Banmiq!expl&+ve relatlonsMp slfrratms (mtbenng relahshps, a ~ m p l i  m, elder and 
dependent explotah) 

4. P ~ ~ u ~ w s  d war 
5. Abusive 'biness" relatio&b (slavery, prostitution slavery, involuntary servitude, bonded 

[ a h ,  imkdured sew-) 
6. Aeligiouslidaolo~rcal group situations Ieultsl 



dium to long duration, high intensity captivity experience. Parental 
abductions of c11iIdren during custody dlsputes or under other circum- 
stances often invdve a con or ruse for die capture, and any number of 
ongoing control mechanisms, especially emotional manipulation, isola- 
tion, and identity changes. Stranger abductions occur for a variety of 
reasons, including ransom. sexual assault, and homicide. The capture 
tecl~nique may combine a con or ruse with a blitz attack to overpower 
the victim; a multitude of common control mechanisms may also be 
used, depending upon the perpelrator's goals. People v .  Hooker, de- 
scribed later in this secrion, is an excellent example of a stranger abduc- 
tion evolving into a long-term sexual slavery case with iu plethora of 
control techniques. Ransom kidnap cases are high frequerlcy events 
throughout the world, and thc pcrpetratoi is usually motivated by mone- 
tary or political agendas (Treaster, 2001, June 301, It has been estimated 
that nearly $500,000,000 is paid out each year to professional bands uf 
kidnappers, mostly in South America (Treaster, 2001), Specially bained 
security and law enforcement consultants are often hrought in to deal 
with these cases. This captivity experience is often achieved by a sur- 
prise or blitz attack, then victims are whisked away (isolated) and con- 
trolled at rc111vk locations with restraints, threats, and actual force. 
These events may last days, weeks, months, and even years. A shorter 
duration hostage incident is described ill delail below. 

Hostage lncide nt Case Example 

On June 12, 1995, an armed, 29-year-old male fled on foot after an 
unsuccessful carjacking attempt. He accosted a 45-year-old woman in 
her driveway and tried to steal her car. As police converged on the loca- 
tion, he took the woman hostage and retreated into her residence. The 
woman's 19-year-old daughter and 85-year-old mother were also in- 
side. All three women became his hostages. 

At firsr, ttc brandished his handgun and told them, "lust do what I 
say, he cool and nobody will get hurt." The mother and daughter be- 
came upset, asked him to put away his gun, and told him, "We'll do 
what you say ." The man then put away his gun. The grandmother asked 
him i C  he was hungry and they sat down to a multi-course meal. Hostage 
negotiators arriving at the scene were surprised to learn that negotia- 
rior~s were on hold pending dinner and negotiations resumed following 
the meal. The hostage-taker released the mother for n pack of cigarettes. 
Release of the daughter, however, was a bit more complicated because 
he allowed her to talk with the negotiator. She refused to leave and 
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asked for more time to talk with the man with whom she was now on a 
first-name basis. She finally agreed to be released when she was told 
how upset her mother was while waiting for her. 

The man was debating whether he wanted to give up and go back to 
jail, allow the police to kill him in a shootout, or commit suicide. The 
daughter acknowledged that her hesitancy in leaving was because she 
had tried to talk the man out of committing suicide. The captor asked the 
grandmother for the location of household medications and cleaning 
products. He then mixed a "cocktail" of these various items and began 
to drink, but the grandmother tried to discourage his suicide attempt. He 
vomited and agreed to surrender. The man and the grandmother walked 
out of the home arm in arm. As they made their final approach, the 
grandmother put her own religious necklace around her captor's neck 
and kissed him on his forehead. He was taken safely into custody. 
Throughout the period of time before and after his conviction, as well as 
his return to prison, the victims wanted to let their captor know how 
grateful they were he did not harm them and to wish him well. He apolo- 
gized to his victims. Several years after the incident, he continued to 
wear the religious symbol the grandmother had given him. 

Hosdclge Incident Case Analysis 

This case represents a classic hostage scenario. The event occurred 
spontaneously during an aborted robbery and the perpetrator chose his 
victims based on opportunity. He "blitzed" them with threats and the 
presence of a weapon, threatened them, and used a weapon to increase 
the credibility of his threat. The hostages came to view their captor as 
powerful and in control of their destiny; they obeyed his commands, 
even after he stopped threatening them and his weapon was no longer 
visible. The victims wanted to appease their captor and cope with the 
threat that he represented. All three victims came to believe that their 
captor controlled their lives. The victims and the perpetrator demon- 
strated the Stockholm Syndrome. Even after the daughter was encour- 
aged to leave, she pleaded with him for his life. This survival tactic is 
sometimes pronounced, parti~ularly when the suspect perceives that 
survival is attached to the safety of the hostages. The behavior of these 
victims was contrary to what one might expect in that one victim re- 
mained when release was permitled, as a group they refused to cooper- 
ate with authorities, they took actions to dissuade the subject from 
suicide, and continued to experience attachment to the captor after the 
event was concluded. 



Buitering and Gxpluitatiw Retationships 

Domestic violence, abuse, and excessive control involve many 
of the features of a captivity situation. Also included in these types 
of situations is abuse of elders or exploitative relationships. Walker 
and Meloy (1998) reported a number of psychological techniques 
that are used by batterers tu coerce others in these types of relation- 
ship s: 

1. isolation; 
2. degradation; 
3. denial of ~eality; 
4, induced debility producing physical distress or exhaust~on; 
5 .  alcohol or drug administration; 
6. monopolizing of perceptions, 
7. threats. 

These lechniques of control are consistent with those identified in 
other forms of captivity and are sufficient to produce undue irlfluence 
and coercion. Walker and Meloy noted further that battering relation- 
ships may involve Lhe woman feeling "like she has become a captive. 
Being baitered has often put the woman into a no-win situation. If she 
tries to terminate the relalionship, which is rhe common-sense solu- 
ti011 to the problem, the battesed woman oflen finds herself in more 
danger than if she stays in the relationship and accepts whatever con- 
trols and violence the batterer chooses to deliver" (pp. 140-141). 
Walker and Meloy underscored the point that women are most likely 
to bc murdered during their preparation to leave 01 soon after lhey suc- 
cessfully separate from the abuser, so there may be validity to  he^ per- 
ceptions of vulnerability. Compounding the problem is the fact that 
the victim, in an unequal power relationship and frequently with no- 
where to go, rnay be told by religious leaders or family members to re- 
turn. Unable to react. she expends her energy anticipating ~Ile reactions 
of the abuser (Kirchhoff, 1999). 

With elders and some dependents, similar dynamics might be used to 
tu rn  what stiould be a caregiver situation into a situalion where the per- 
petrator is using the dependent for financial, sexual, or some other ex- 
ploitadve purpose. Victims are acquired by prelense or fraud, and the 
mechanisms used to control the victim include isolation, emotional ma- 
nipulation, abusive administration af medication, h a t s ,  w pliysical force. 
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Abusive business reIationships include prostitution or sexual slavery 
by organized crime syndicates, as well as "sole proprietor" pimping oper- 
ations. A number of these cases have been identified over the last several 
years (Memmont, May 25, 2001; Meyer, October 28, 2000, "Officials 
Bust Asian Prostitution Ring," 1999). These events may involve 
women, or even children, being duped into believing they are leaving 
their country for oypor.tunity. then find themselves in a situation where 
they are subjected to thmats or physical and sexual abuse and barriers 
are raised to prevent escape. Victims are often told they must "work 
ofr' their debt for expenses incurred by the perpetrator. Other situations 
involve a lone pimp who preys on the independent contractor prostitute 
using a variety of controls to manage his "commodity." 

Involuntary servitude, bonded labor, debt bondage, and slavery may 
originate and be maintained in a similar fashion. The following is an in- 
voluntary servitude case example. 

Ir~volnbury Servlcude Case Bxample 

The victim was-an illiterate, poor native of Bangladesh who worked 
for a husband and wife for approximately one year in her native land. 
She was paid the equivalent of $3.50 monthly fnr her work by the wife 
and did not experience any problems with the couple during that time. 
The woman was promised the equivalent of $50 monthly to travel with 
and work for the couple in Saudi Arabia, and then in rhe United States, 
however her travel to Saudi Arabia necessitated a stop in India where 
her problems began. The woman did not want to leave her homeland, 
but she was talked into it by her family because of their hardships after 
the woman's father had died. She had many concerns about going to a 
strange country, but eventually consented after the coupIe acquired a 
fraudulent passport and told her they had spent too much money on her 
already, The captors influenced her family to let her go, yet she feared 
they might harm her family, sjnce she had seen the wife beat other ser- 
vants. The victim reluctantly went to Bornbay, India where she lived 
with a Hindu woman for approximately three months. This woman pro- 
vided the victim with a passport in a fictitious name that she was to use 
when she entered Saudl Arabia. The perpetrators maintained telephonic 
contact with her and during these calls, she was verbally abused. Al- 
though she made repeated requests to go back home, the couple refused. 
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When the victim arrived in Saudi Arabia, the abuse escalated. She 
was not paid for her work, and was physicalIy abused by the wife, who 
slapped the woman severaI limes and pulled her out into the stairs. Soon 
after arriving, the woman's passport was taken and remained in the pos- 
session of her capturs. The couple became angry and aggressive when 
she requested to go hon~e, claiming that she owed them money h a s  had 
been spent on her for passports and airfare. The couple told the woman 
that if she did not comply she would be sold to a Saudi family, which 
would be worse than her current situation. 

The vict~m later arrived in the United States under a fictitious name, 
and India was named as her residence. From 1995 untrl her final escape 
in 2000, the victim was kept in a condition of invn1,luntary servitude 
where she was foxed to perform childcare and domestic work against 
her will and with no payment. She worked long hours in the couple's 
home during the day and at night she was required to work in their res- 
taurant. The victim often worked 12 to 15 hours a day, with no vacations 
or leave lime to attend religious services, She was threatened with 
bodily l~arm i f  she did not obey and work, and she was assaulted by both 
perpetrators. The husband attempted to sexually assault her on muItiple 
r>ccasions, and may actually have raped her. The perpetlators also 
threatened her family in Bangladesh and also threatened her west by 
the police if she did not comply, since she was in the United Stales ilk- 
galIy . To insure their control over the woman, the perpetrators told the 
victim that Black people and Mexicans were "bad people" who could 
kidnap or kill her at any timc, in order tu frighten her to remain in their 
apartment, 

So~netime in late 1999 or early 2000, the victim managed to escape 
Ihe perpetrators temporarily while she was walking on the streets cry- 
ing; she met a woman fmm her country who, after hearing abnut her liv- 
ing conditions, took her in and provided shelter. The perpetrators found 
out where victim was staying and the husband threatened to kill the vic- 
tim and her family, as well as to rape her sister. The woman refused to 
relurn nfter several contacts by the couple. On one occasion, the hus- 
band called and told the victim that he would kill rhc husband of the 
woman who took her in, if she did not return. Ultimately, a meeting was 
held in which seven people were present, including the perpetrators, the 
wife's sister and brother, arid the pres~dtnt of the local Bangladesh assu- 
ciation. Sometime subsequent to this meeting, the victim agreed to re- 
turn to the perpetrators for one month because she feared harm to her 
family and the people who took her in. The peIpetrators promised to re- 
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turn her to this family after a month. During her stay with this family, 
Ihey showed the victim how to dial 9 11 if she were being harmed. 

The beatings resumed shortly thereafter, often when she refused to 
do work, asked to return home, or requested money that had been prom- 
ised to her. In all, the victim received fifty dollars from her captors since 
leaving her nalivc country. After her brother called to ask for financial 
assistance, the woman was beaten again for taking up the issue with her 
captors. The woman was abIe to dial 9 1 1, hut was choked and beaten by 
the husband. She sought help from a neighbor who bad witnessed the 
male perpetrator choking her on a prior occasion. This neighbor let her 
caIl911 from his residence and Ihe police came and arrested the hus- 
band. The neighbor took her tobe cared for by an Indian family and then 
contacted people who brought the issue forward to the U.S. Attorney's 
Office. Uhimately, the wife plea bargained to a charge of harboring an 
illegal alien, while the husband was convicted in a jury trial of conspir- 
acy charges, two counts of involuntary servitude, and two counts of har- 
boring. The wife was sentenced to one year for harboring and deported. 
The husband was sentenced to a minimum of eleven years and ordered 
to pay the victim $125,8 19 in restitution; he is to be deported upon re- 
lease ("Man Given 1 1 Years," 2001). The victim was unabIe to return to 
her native cnuntry because of concerns about reprisal from relatives of 
lhe defendants. 

I t r  voluribnry Servitude Case Analysis 

The victim was manipu1ated and coerced into traveling to various 
countries. During this time, she was held captive against her will. The 
methods of control described earlier were clearly and overwhelmingly 
coercive in the psychological and physicai sensc. Thcy were mort  thin 
sufficient to cause feelings of helplessness, dependency, fear, and pow- 
erlessness in the victim, therefore explaining her passivity, and willing: 
ness to remain and return to the situalio~~ once she had escaped. 
Coercion and corn liance were accomplished through ongoing manipu- 
lation, isolation, f ocument theft, verbal abuse, threats, and physical 
force, and threals that the perpetrators would harm her family and her 
would-be rescuers. Physical restraints were not necessary, as the fear, 
helplessness, and dependency created by these other methods nf cmr- 
cion were more than sufficient to psychologically control the victim. 
The woman often asked to leave and wns prevented from doing so. Her 
dependence on the perpetrators and lack of succe.ss in securing help 
contributed to her be1 j ef that she had now here to go and no one lo whom 
she couId turn. Her trauma and feelings of powerlessness were so pro- 



found that she cried often, attempted suicide twice, and contemplated 
suicide on many other occasions, When she managed to "escape" on 
one occasion, she returrled to captivity after several months when the 
perpetrators tocated her and ~esumed  their pressure techniques (e.g., the 
involvement of the president of the local Bangladesh Association con- 
stituted a significant aud~urit y figure). The woman eventually returned 
to her captors due to her fear that they would harm her rescuers and her 
family; she also sustained the thin hope that the coupIe would Itave a 
change of heart, stop beating her, and return her to her native counuy. 
Her compliant and passive behavior is consistent with victims in utller 
captivity situations. Her ultimate escape was in response to the break- 
down of her captors' ability to isolale her, her perceptions that the hus- 
band's threats and violence were escalarin , her immediate attempt to 
escape his violence, and the good fortune o p having encwntered people 
who were actually willing to help her, despite the perpetrators' status in 
the community. 

Compliant Vicf ims and Accomplices 

Hazelwood (Hazelwood & Michaud, 2001) and Hatcher (1996) both 
worked cases involvirlg "compliant victims" who participated with 
their husbands and boyfriends in illegal sexual slavery and even the 
murder of their victims. These researchers found that wives and girl- 
friends in these cases were subjected to physical, sexual, and emotionaI 
abuse at the hands of a scxual sadisr. The compliant victims' history 
provided some degree of mitigation for their participation in h e  atro- 
cious crimes of these men, under a premise of undue influellce. psycho- 
logical coercion, and brainwashing. Haze1 wood (Hazel wood & Michaud, 
2001) identified five steps h a t  a sexuel sadist vften uses to influence a 
compliant victim/partner: 

1.  identify a likely partnerlvictim; 
2, seduce the prospective compliant victim; 
3. modify and reshape the co~npliant partner's sexual norms using 

basic behavior modification techniques; 
4. socially isolate the woman from contacts outside the relationship; 
5 .  punish her fully once she is completely dependmt. 

The next case demonstrates the dynamics of stranger abduction, sexual 
slavery, and the compliant victim/accomplice. The facts of the case and 
Hatcher's expea witness testimony were published by McGuirc and 
Norton (1988) in the book The Pegect Victim and presented by Dr. 
Hatcher during a 1936 training conference. 
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Sexual Slavery Case Example 

On May 19,1977, the victim was kidnapped by Cameron Booker and 
his wife Janice in Red Bluff, California. Mr. Hooker was a sexual sadist 
who had worked out an agreement with his wife: she can have a child if 
he can have a sex slave. Ms. Hooker, who can be characterized as na'ive 
and insecure, was subjected to sadism throughout the course of her rela- 
tionship with Mr. Hooker, which began when she was 15 years old. The 
victim was hitchhiking and agreed to accept a ride from the benign 
looking couple who were carrying their infant baby. Once inside the 
car, Cameron Hooker produced a knife and placed a pre-made head box 
upon the victim. He had planned the capture meticulously and had pre- 
pared himself by reading extensively about the mechanisms of sexual 
slavery in bor~dage publications and books, such as The Story ofO. The 
victim was to remain a captive for seven years! 

Once taken to the Hookers' house, she was subjected to further sen- 
sory deprivation, hanging, whipping, torture, and rape, and Mr. Hooker 
would use various sadomasochistic accessories on his victim. The vic- 
tim was also kept in a box beneath the couple's bed everyday from 
198 1 - 1984. Mr. Hooker eventually convinced the victim that there was 
a "Company" and that everyone had slaves. He convinced her that being 
a slave was her destiny and he gave his victim a new name which was 
simply the letter "K." He manipulated his wife and the victim through 
the use of biblical scripture. To augment his control of the victim, he se- 
cured her signature upon a "slave contract." 

Eventually the viclim was allowed to get a job and work out in com- 
munity, and even made one visit to her family. She never said anything 
about her predicament and her response to questions about her absence 
had been well-rehearsed. 

Mr. Hooker's control unraveled when he indicated that he wanted 
more slaves. His wife confided her concerns in a minister, who con- 
vinced her of the wrongfulness of her husband's inlerpretalions of 
scripture, Ms. Hooker told the victim that the slave contract was a lie. 
The two women fled together on August 7, 1984, but it was not until 
November 7, 1984 before Ms. Hooker and the victim went to police. 
Ms. Hooker was scared of Mr. Hooker's anger, criminal charges for be- 
ing an accomplice, and losing custody of her children. In exchange for 
testimony, she was granted immunity. 

The victim's behavior made this a challenging case for the prosecu- 
tion. She visited her family in 198 1 for 24 hours, yet did not mention her 
living or captivity situation. She babysat for the Hooker family, worked 
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outside of the home, went jogging, visited bars, and met men when she 
went out with Ms. Hooker. She wrote letters professing her love to Mr. 
Hooker. At the trial, Mr. Hooker's dcfensc was that although he kid- 
napped the victim, all behaviors subsequent to the kidnap were conaenmal. 

Expert witnesses were used to help die court understand the phenom- 
enon of human captivity. Expert testimony by Dr. Chris Hatcher (McGuire & 
Norton, 1988; Hatcher, 1996) provided the court with an understanding 
of the origins and nature o-f coercion techniques and how perpetrators 
learn about coercion and brainwashing techniques. He testified that 
these techniques were developed by the Soviets and the Chinese to es- 
tablish coercion, extract confessions, or force behavior. He indicated 
that there were three sources lo learn about these techniques: 

psychology; 
military forces of countries with low regard for human rights; 
underground publications and sadontas~chistic and bondage pub- 
lications. 

The mechanisms of caprure aid control outlined by Hatcher included 
the following: 

1. S u d h ,  unexpected abduction followed by isolation as soon as 
possible. Refuse lo answer questions and place victim in a ceU-like envi- 
ronment. Remove their clo~hing and subject them to humiliation and deg- 
radation. 

2. Physically and/or sexually abuse the victim to expose the cap- 
tive's vulnerability, and to shock her or him. 

3. Remove normal daylight patterns. Disorient victim's biologicaI 
and psychological sequences. 

4. Control urination, defecation, and menstruation. Be present when 
h s e  activities are performed 10 destroy privacy and create regression. 

5 .  Control and reduce f w d  and water to increase the victim's de- 
pendency. 

6. Punish for no apparent rhyme or reason. Intermittently beat the 
victim. Teach person to accept that punishment will occur with no reason. 

7. Require victim to constantly ask permission for anything or any 
behavior. 

8. Establish a pattern of sexual and physical abuse. Teach the vie- 
t ~ m  that this is the nature of his or her new life. 
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9. Continue to isolate the person. Increase the victim's depend- 
ency on captor as source of food, water, and information. 

I 0. Present a goal or model of future behavior, how to please the captor. 
1 1 .  Threaten farnilylrelatives of the victim with a similar fate. 
12. Threaten to sell the captive to an even worse master. 
13. Continue to beat and torture the captive at irregular intervals. 
14. Introduce irrelevant leniency. AlIow small privileges for no ap- 

parent reason. Make captive more confused or compliant. 
15. Obtain further confessions and signed documents. Have captive 

give more and more control in writing. 
16. Incorporate new behavioral goals. Permit captive some free- 

dom, without the captor's presence, then suddenly appear, increasing 
captor's omnipresence. It is time consuming to constantly monitor so 
this serves the captor's goals as well. 

As a result of Dr, Hatcher's testimony, the court was able to grasp the 
nature of this victim's extreme captivity, and to account for the apparent 
"fTeedom" she possessed at times. Mr. Hooker was convicted in 1985 of 
ten felony counts, including kidnapping and rape, various sexual 
crimes, and false imprisonment. He was sentenced to a maximum tern of 
I W  years. 

Prisoners of WarlPolitica E Captivity 

Captivity occurs within the context of war and political conflict be- 
tween countries during times of peace. Prisoners of war, concentration 
camps, and state sanctioned terrorist hostage-taking and kidnapping are 
examples of these kinds of situations. Capture may occur as a function 
of blitz, surprise, or manipulation, and procedures for taking co~ilrol of 
victims usually entails the use of restraints, barriers, isolation, stimulus 
deprivation, overstimulation, threats, force, torture, brainwashing, il- 
licit medical experimentation, and mind-altering drugs. Some coun- 
tries, rather than risk negative publicity about these control procedures, 
may kill their prisoners at the conclusion of the war. 

Concentration camp experiences, such as the interment of the Japa- 
nese by the United States, or the Jews by Nazi Germany during World 
War 11, are captivity situations which were justified by state-sanctioned 
manipulation. Many of the Japanese lost all of their possessions during 
their period of interment, while the Jews learned that the concentration 
camps were often a gateway to ruthless extermination by Nazi Ger- 
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many, justified by the twisted thinking of its charismatic leader Adolf 
Hitler. 

Slate sanctioned hostage taking, as in the Iran hostage crisis, is a 
prime example of an illicit captivity experience. Surprise ar~d blitz at- 
tacks are the usual method of capture, while the control mechanisms run 
the full gamut of options. 

Cult Captivity 

Modern-day cults are a major form of captivity and are exemplified 
by entities such as the People's Temple, Branch Davidians, and 
Symbionese Liberation Army. Singer and Lalich (1995) define the 
cultic relationship as one in which "a person intentionally induces oth- 
ers to become lotally dependent on him or her for almost all major life 
decisio~ls, and inculcates in these followers a belief that she has some 
special talent, gift, or knowledge. Cuks share commonalties acmss 
thee factors: ( I  j the origin of the group and the role of the leader; (2) the 
power structure, or relationship between the leader (or leaders) and the 
followers; and (3) the use of a coordinated program of persuasion 
(which is called thought reform, or, more commonly, brainwashing)" 
(p. 7). Many cults also share the following characteristics: cult leaders 
are self-appointed, persuasive persons who claim ro have a special mis- 
sion in lifc or to have special knowledge; they tend to be determined and 
domineering and are often described as charismatic; and, they center 
veneration upon themselves. The struclure of the cult is authoritarian, 
appears to be innovative and exclusive, and tends to have a double set of 
ethics. The cult's program of persuasion is totalistic, or all-encompass- 
ing, in controlling members' behavior and also ideologically totalistic, 
exhibiting zealotry and extrcmism in its worldview. The cult tends to re- 
quire its members to unclergo a major disruption or change in their life- 
slyle (Singer & Lalich, 1995). 

Singer and Lalich (1995) identified a number of factors that make 
cults destructive and potentially dangerous; they: 

1 .  threaten legitimate institutions; 
2. harm children and tear families apart; 
3. are violent; 
4, engagc in conspiracy and fraud; 
5. take away freedoms from members; 
6. take away possessions, and 
7. escape scrutiny. 
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Furthermore, Singer and Lalich delineated the process thal cults use to 
control people and facilitate thought reform (brainwashing): 

I .  keep the person unaware that there is an agenda to control or 
change the person; 

2. control time and physical environment (contacts, information); 
3 ,  create a sense of powerlessness. fear, and dependency; 
4. suppress old behavior and attitudes; 
5. instill new behavior and attitudes; 
6. put forth a closed system of logic. 

These control mechanisms are identical to the manipulationlcon cap- 
lure mechanism, and control techniques that are found in human captiv- 
ity experiences. 

Some cult members exit the cuIl by walking away, while others are 
rejected by the cult and expelled. In other cases, intervening family 
members and specialists trained in deprogramming rescue the member. 
In extreme examples, members may commit suicide or be murdered by 
other members, or remain with the cult indefinitely, having totally sur- 
rendered. 

ASSESSMENT AND INVESTIGATION 

Assessment and investigation of situations or cases that are suspected 
of being captivity experie~ices may benefit from an application of Ihe 
concepts discussed earlier. Thorough review of victim statements and 
behavior, collateral investigative information, and suspect behavior and 
statements are essentiaI. The possibility must aIso be explored, however 
remote, that the situation has a legitimate basis. There have been occa- 
sions where a "victim" has falsified a captivity experience, evidencing 
what is known as a false victimization syndrome (Mohandie, Hatcher, & 
Raymond, 1998). Potential indicators of a false report include: motives 
to falsify a captivity experience; unbelievable victim behavior; history 
of lying; improbable suspect behavior or profiles described by the vic- 
tim; forensic-medical data inconsistent with the reported victimization; 
situational stress~rs that coincide with the false report; and psycholog- 
ical data that support the need to be a victim. Thoroughness, open- 
rnindedness, and the absence of bias will help prevent miscarriages of 
justice, as well as promote accurate assessment of true victimization. 
There are some forensic procedures that can be adapted to Facilitate and 
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support assessments of the different types of captivity situations. For 
example, Walkcr and Meloy (1998) describe a protocol for assessing 
the presence of battered woman's syndrome that includes: 

1. informed consent from the victim; 
2, mental status examination; 
3. clinical interview of the victim; 
4 .  relevant history gathering; 
5 .  psychological test data; 
6.  physical injury and illness histmy; 
7. lethalitv assessment; 
8, alcohol and drug assessment; 
9. appropriate diagnosis, including post-traumatic stress disorder or 

other clinical diagnoses. 

nlum (personal communicntion, Ocmber 14, 2001) has developed a 
copyright and tl-adernark protected protocol called IDEA, a multilevel 
assessment process based upon the four dimensions of undue influence: 
isolation, dependency, emotional manipulation, and acquiescence. This 
protocol is currently in the final stages of development and expected to 
be released for use by law enforcement in 2002. Procedures described 
by Gelles ( I  995) for conducting psychological autopsy might also be 
applied, particularly if the victim is deceased. The goal of this investiga- 
tive technique is reconstruction of the decedent's background, personal 
relationships, habits, character, md copirlg patterns to better unders tatid 
the victim and events and behaviors that preceded his or her dealh. This 
technique relies on reviewing data from a variety of sources, including: 
poIice reports; comprehensive inlerviews of family members and wit- 
nesses; physical autopsy and toxicological test results; medical and psy- 
chiatric records; and, personal effects of the victim such as diaries, 
photographs, and correspondence. Table 4 provides sample queslions 
and topical areas that might be useful in reviewing thcpossibte captivity 
situation. 

CLOSlNG THOUGHTS 

The concept of human captivity i s  an important unifying theme in the 
field of victimology. Viewing captivity experiences along a continuum 
and conducting a behavioral anaIysis of capture and controI mecha- 
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nisms wiH help investigators, advocacy groups, mental health profes- 
sionals, and other criminal justice professionals to understand and deal 
with these complex cases. Further empirical research into the topic is an 
important next step. One suggested research project might identify 
cases along the continuum and provide a descriptive analysis of the fre- 
quency with which individual capture and control mechanisms are 
used. To fufiher validate these concepts, a cumpalson group of legiti- 
mate and socially sanctioned captivity experiences might be used. Cap- 
tivi1.y is a common phenomenor~ among cases of unusual and extreme 
violence and refinement of this concept contributes to the analysis of 
harmfuI deviance. 

TABLE 4. Sample Questions to Assess Potential Captivily Victim 

Whal happened? 

How did you get Into the situation? 

How were you kepl there? 

How did It come to an end'? 

Did you ever Iry to leave? 

If you ever left and returned, please explain. 

What stopped you from leaving? 

How were you treatd? 

Were you ever threatened? 

Wers you ever physically or sexually assaulted? 

Were you allowed to be unsupervlsed? 

)1 unsupervised, what kept yw from leaving? 

How was your siiualian discovered? 

When did you first realize you were not h e  to go? 

How dld you believe the situation would resolve itself? 

Has this experience changed you, and it so, how7 

What situations were you unable to parlieipafe in that you would have wanted to if 
you were free to came and go? 

What did you believe yw needed to & while you were in the situalion? 

Describe any positive or negative feelings you had towards the indivldual(s) in th~s 
situation and how you underStand them. 
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